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Abstract
Rendering realistic 3D scenes requires rich, high-
quality materials datasets, which are lacking. We
propose to leverage recent progress in computer
vision and generative models to generate materi-
als (color maps and normal maps) at large scale
from a data-driven perspective. Our pipeline con-
sists of generative models that synthesize texture
color maps and a prediction model that maps color
maps to normal maps. We are able to generate
large, seamless color and normal maps that look
realistic,diverse, and can be directly rendered into
3D scenes.

1 Introduction
In computer graphics, realistic scene construction requires
rich and diverse materials, which, broadly speaking, are
represented by an Albedo map (color map) that describes
the color of the surface, and a normal map that specifies
fine surface details. Unfortunately, high-quality materials
are not always available, because traditional methods used
in generating Albedo and normal maps are computationally
expensive and unscalable (Efros & Leung, 1999) (Efros
& Freeman, 2001). To address this deficiency, we apply
recent success in computer vision and generative models
to material synthesis: by generating paired Albedo maps
and normal maps with data-driven methods, we can sig-
nificantly enrich the existing materials assets. In particu-
lar, we adopt works in texture synthesis that leverage Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (Gatys et al., 2015)
(Ulyanov et al., 2016) and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) (Jetchev et al., 2016) to generate diverse color maps,
and formulate the challenge of synthesizing paired normal
maps into a prediction problem that can be solved with the
hypercolumns-based learning framework (Hariharan et al.,
2014) (Bansal et al., 2016). Our end goal is to generate
large, seamless color and normal maps that look realistic,
diverse, and can be directly rendered into 3D scenes.
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The inputs to our pipeline (Figure 1) are pairs of Albedo and
normal maps that define a certain material (e.g. wood). The
inputs, including normal maps, are encoded as RGB images,
each of size 256×256. The expected outputs are also paired
Albedo maps and normal maps, ideally of larger sizes, that
can be recognized as the same material. Our pipeline has
two components: first, we train a GAN to synthesize new
Albedo maps of arbitrarily large size; in the second part, we
use a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to predict normal maps
from the generated color maps.

2 Related Work
2.1 Texture Synthesis

There are two approaches for texture synthesis. Traditional
methods using non-parametric techniques like pixel sam-
pling (Efros & Leung, 1999) or image quilting (Efros &
Freeman, 2001) can produce visually appealing textures that
preserve the original structures. However, these methods are
merely reordering pixels or patches instead of learning the
latent spatial correlation, and the time-consuming synthesis
processes cannot satisfy the high demand in materials.

The second approach is to define a parametric texture model
based on statistical properties, and the problem is formu-
lated as to find an image with similar descriptors. Portilla
and Simoncelli (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) developed a
statistical model based on wavelet transforms and Gatys et.
al. (Gatys et al., 2015) proposed a new model in regard
to feature maps of convolutional neural networks. These
models capture the textures’ quality well, but solving opti-
mization problems is still computationally expensive.

Efficiency is largely improved in recent approaches such as
feed-forward synthesis using convolutional neural networks
and generative adversarial networks. Instead of updating
the noise, Ulyanov et. al. (Ulyanov et al., 2016) utilized
a generative feed-forward model to achieve efficiency in
generating textures and flexibility in scaling. Jetchev et. al.
(Jetchev et al., 2016) developed Spatial Generative Adver-
sarial Networks, a successful application of GAN in texture
synthesis.

2.2 Normal Prediction

There are attempts to estimate surface normals using con-
volutional neural networks (Eigen & Fergus, 2014), where
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Figure 1: Our material synthesis pipeline. A Generator is trained using Spatial GAN that takes a spacial noise Z and outputs
a new texture X , which is then fed into the pre-trained VGG16 model to extract feature maps. A MLP is trained to predict a
normal map N taking the hypercolumn representations of those feature maps.

parts of the network are trained on limited data and result
lacks accuracy. Bansal et. al. (Bansal et al., 2016) lever-
aged hypercolumn of feature maps as rich representation of
textures to better predict surface normals.

3 Dataset and Features
3.1 Dataset

We download materials of two categories, “wood” and
“stone”, from Unity Asset Store (uni). Each material is
specified by an Albedo map and a normal map, both of size
1024×1024. We slice each image into∼ 150K overlapping
patches of size 256× 256 for Data Augmentation.

3.2 Feature Engineering

Feature Extraction We extract features using VGG models
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), a class of CNNs trained
on ImageNet Dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2014) for object
recognition task. We extract feature maps from convolu-
tional layers at different levels of the model so that both
low-level and high-level, semantic features are included.

Feature Correlations To capture the texture statistics, we
compute feature correlations, which are the inner products
between feature maps F l

i and F l
j extracted in layer l; here F l

i

denotes the activation map of ith filter in layer l. Correlation
in each layer is aggregated into a Gram Matrix Gl = [Gl

ij ],
where
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Hypercolumn Representation In normal map predic-
tion, we use hypercolumns as pixels descriptors passed
to the predictive model. A hypercolumn hp(I) =

[F l1
1 (p), F l1

2 (p), · · · ] for pixel p in image I is a concate-
nation of the feature maps above that pixel, which gives

information at both coarse and fine levels about that loca-
tion.

4 Methods
At high level, our pipeline consists of two parts. First is
texture synthesis, for which we adopt and evaluate three
different models: the method of Gatys (Gatys et al., 2015),
Texture Networks (Ulyanov et al., 2016), and Spatial Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (SGAN) (Jetchev et al., 2016)
The second component is normal map prediction, which
we formulate as a supervised learning problem, with aligned
Albedo maps and normal maps from Unity Asset Store (uni)
as ground truth data. In this part, we leverage the concept of
hypercolumns (Hariharan et al., 2014) and train a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) to pixel-wisely predict the normals.

4.1 Texture Synthesis

Gatys Method The method, proposed by (Gatys et al.,
2015), used feature correlations, or inner products between
feature maps, as feature descriptors for textures. At training
/ sampling time, a target image I is fed into a pre-trained
CNN (e.g. VGG19) and feature maps are extracted from
its convolutional layers; a Gram matrix Gl describing the
feature correlations is then computed for each layer l. Sim-
ilarly, another stack of Gram matrices Ĝl’s are computed
for the generated image Î , which passes through the same
pre-trained model for feature extraction. We then optimize
over pixels of the generated image to minimize the weighted
Mean Squared Error (MSE) Lgram between the two stacks
of Gram matrices (Figure 7):

Lgram(I, Î) =
∑
l

wl · ||Gl − Ĝl||22

Texture Networks (Ulyanov et al., 2016) Texture Networks
is an intermediate solution between Neural Style Trans-
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fer and generative adversarial networks, which did a feed-
forward synthesis of textures. A generator was trained to
take multiple scales of noises ~zi ∈ R

M

2i
×M

2i , where M is the
size of the reference texture, and to process each noise with
a sequence of convolutional and activation layers, did up-
sampling, and concatenation as additional channels (Figure
8). Instead of updating the noise using gradient descent on
the total loss, we updated the generator’s parameters based
on similar procedures in Gram matrices comparisons. The
multi-scale architecture requires fewer parameters.

SGAN The model (Jetchev et al., 2016) adopted the archi-
tecture of DCGAN (Radford et al., 2015), which is a fully
convolutional version of adversarial networks, a character-
istic that favors generating images of arbitrarily large sizes.
Generally speaking, GANs are a class of generative models
that simultaneously train two neural networks that compete
against each other: a discriminator D that evolves to dis-
tinguish real data from fake ones, and a generator G that
attempts to learn the real data distribution and deceive the
discriminator with generated examples. The objectives can
be mathematically formulated as a minimax game:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata [log(D(x))]

+ Ez∼pz
[log (1−D(G(z)))]

where pdata is the real data distribution, and pz denotes the
prior distribution that we sample random noise.

Unlike conventional DCGAN training, where a 1D random
noise of d channels, z ∈ Rd, is used as the prior, in SGAN,
we fed a random “spatial noise” z ∈ Rh×w×d into G to
generate image x ∈ RH×W×3. Here h and w are the height
and width of the spatial noise, and they are proportional to
H and W , the desired height and width of the generated
images. Since the generator is composed of deconvolutional
layers, h and w are much smaller than H and W . The loss
of the discrimintor, with the “spatial” aspect introduced,
now becomes:

LD =
1

hw

h∑
i=1

w∑
j=1

Ex∼pdata [log (Dij(x))]

+
1

hw

h∑
i=1

w∑
j=1

Ez∼pz
[log (1−Dij(G(z)))]

Here the discriminator outputs a probability map D(x) ∈
Rh×w instead of a scalar that directly evaluates the “re-
alness” of the input. Dij(x) denotes entry (i, j) on this
probability map, and we took the mean over all entries as an
evaluation of the input. Similarly, the loss of the generator
can be fit into this new “spatial” setting. In addition, we
used the non-saturating loss for the generator to ensure suffi-
cient gradient at the early stage of the training (Goodfellow

et al., 2014):

LG =
1

hw

h∑
i=1

w∑
j=1

Ez∼pz
[logDij(G(z))]

4.2 Normal Map Prediction

We trained a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), which can be
considered as a shallow fully-connected neural network,
to pixel-wisely predict the normal map from the color
map. The MLP took a hypercolumn representation hp(I)
of the features of pixel p and output the predicted nor-
mal of this pixel n̂p ∈ R3. Our MLP had two fully-
connected hidden layers, each with 4196 nodes, and we
used ReLU(z) = max(0, z) as the activation function. The
loss to be minimized was the l2 distance between the ground
truth normal map NI = [np]p∈I and the predicted normal
map N̂I = [n̂p]p∈I :

Lnormal = ||NI − N̂I ||2

5 Experiments
5.1 Texture Synthesis

Gatys Method We used Limited-Memory BFGS optimizer
with learning rate 1 and update history size 10, as suggested
by the original paper (Gatys et al., 2015). The model was
trained on one 256×256 slice of the material’s color map for
10000 iterations, which took about 15 minutes on Google
Colab using GPU Tesla K80.

Texture Networks We chose an image size of 256×256 and
K = 5 as the number of noises fed into the generator. We
initialized the generator’s weights as uniform using Xavier’s
method. We used the built-in Adam optimizer with initial
learning rate 0.1, which was reduced by 0.7 after 1000-th
iteration and then after every 200 iterations. The algorithm
ran about 37 minutes with the image size of 256× 256 for
2000 iterations, on Google Colab using GPU Tesla K80.
Once the generators are trained, we can generate multiple
Albedo maps in seconds and with arbitrary size.

SGAN We trained the model using input noise z ∈
R13×13×20 sampled from standard Multivariate Gaussian,
which was mapped to images of size 256× 256. The model
is trained on around 150K 256 × 256 patches of texture
“wood” with batch size 128. It took about 30 minutes to
finish 1 epoch on Nvidia GeForce Titan X, and the model
started to generate images of decent quality at the end of
epoch 3.

5.2 Normal Map Prediction

We trained a 2-layer MLP using Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) with a learning rate that starts at 0.0001 and reduced
by 0.1 every 200 iterations. The model took hypercolumn
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representation of feature maps extracted from a pre-trained
VGG16 models, and we experimented with using feature
from different convolutional layers. The model was trained
on 256× 256 patches of a single material, “wood”, and it
converged after about 300 iterations, which was reached
within several minutes on Nvidia GeForce Titan X.

6 Results
6.1 Metrics

We evaluated our material synthesis framework both quanti-
tatively and qualitatively from three perspectives: the quality
and diversity of the generated color maps, the accuracy of
normal maps prediction, and the efficiency of our models.
Quantitatively, we use Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
to measure the similarity between the reference image I and
the generated image Î . The metric is defined as

PSNR(I, Î) = 10 log10 3 ·MAX2
I − 10 log10 MSE(I, Î)

where MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the
image (i.e. 255 in 8-bits encoding) and the Mean Square
Error MSE(I, Î) measures the average distance between
pixels of I and those of Î . The higher the PSNR score, the
more similar the generated image is to the reference texture.

To evaluate the normal map prediction, we calculated the
l2 distance between predicted normal maps and the ground
truth. Since the same metric was used as the training ob-
jective, we partitioned the dataset into train and test splits
at 7 : 3 ratio, and validated the model on both splits. In
addition, we also tested the model on a different material
domain (stone) to understand its cross-domain performance.

Qualitatively, we rendered the generated Albedo maps and
normal maps into a 3D scene using the graphics engine
Unity, directly perceiving the quality of synthesized materi-
als through this visualization.

We also discussed the sample efficiency and sampling time
efficiency of the proposed framework. In particular, sam-
ple efficiency is perceived as both the amount of examples
needed for training, and the ability of the models to synthe-
size larger images after being trained on smaller examples.

6.2 Results and Discussion

6.2.1 COLOR MAP GENERATION

We trained our three generative models: Gatys Method,
Texture Network and SGAN, on two materials: “wood”
and “stone”, respectively. The intermediate results during
training are visualized in (Figure 2):

Once the model started to generate images of decent quality,
we computed the average PSNR between the real and synthe-
sized Albedo maps for each model and each texture (Table
1). As demonstrated below, all the models had PSNRs less
than 15 dB, which indicates that the generated Albedo maps

Figure 2: Training for Texture Synthesis

were in reasonable proximity to the real ones, and the mod-
els successfully learned some patterns of the target texture.
By comparison, Texture Networks slightly outperformed
the other two models in PSNR values, even though exam-
ples from SGAN looked more visually appealing in general.
We thought that this might be due to some image artifacts
that were observed in SGAN samples. After all, PSNR is
a metric that locally compares each individual pixel, while
image quality and texture might be concepts perceived at a
more global level.

Gatys Texture Networks Spatial GAN
Wood 12.1077 12.8651 12.5532
Stone 13.7882 14.7476 13.6086

Table 1: Average PSNR (dB)

6.2.2 NORMAL MAP PREDICTION

In normal map prediction, we first experimented with using
features extracted from different convolutional layers, with
results shown in Figure 3. The loss is the l2 distance between
the predicted 256×256 normal map and the ground truth. In
each trial, losses on both train and test splits ceased to drop
at around 300 iterations, indicating that the algorithm had
converged. Surprisingly, using only features from lower-
level convolutional layers (see blue curve) not only did
not hurt the overall performance, but also led to a faster
convergence. This suggested that low level features such as
colors and edges provide sufficient information for our task.
On the other hand, using higher layers may blur the output
images due to upsampling in the process of constructing
hypercolumns, a phenomenon that can be seen in Figure 4.

The losses on train and test sets at the time of convergence
were fairly closed according to Figure 4. For example, at
iteration 350 of trial 3, loss on the train set ltrain is 34.34; loss
on the test set of the same material lsame is 34.32; and loss on
the test set of different material ldiff is 38.8. This indicates
the model did not overfit the training images, while the gap
between ltrain and ldiff is reasonable considering we were
applying the trained model to a slightly different domain.
We also compared the results with normal maps generated
by an SGAN trained on the same dataset, which had no
capability of matching the normals with color maps and
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Figure 3: Experiments with Conv Layers: training loss (L),
validation loss for same (C) and different texture (R). Trial
1: Conv Layer [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12]; Trial 2: Conv Layer [2, 4,
6]; Trial 3: Conv Layer [2, 4]; Trial 4: Conv Layer [1, 2, 3,
4]

Figure 4: Color Map (L), Ground Truth (C), Predicted (R)

can be considered as a baseline. The average loss from
the SGAN is 81.38, which is much higher than that of the
trained MLP.

6.2.3 EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

For sampling efficiency, both Texture Networks and SGAN
achieve real-time synthesis once the models are trained,
while Gatys method needs to be optimized from scratch
every time a sample is generated, which is extremely time-
consuming.

However, both Gatys method and Texture Networks can be
trained with only one example texture, while SGAN requires
at least thousands of images. So the GAN model might be
less favorable when training data is limited.

Finally, we experimented and confirmed that both Texture
Networks and SGAN can generate images of larger sizes by
taking a larger spatial noise at sampling time, even though
the models are originally trained on smaller patches of tex-
ture images. We easily synthesized high-quality color maps
of size as large as 1024 × 1024 using models trained on
256×256 samples, and currently there is no reason to doubt
that the same technique can be applied to generate even
larger textures, if needed.

6.2.4 3D RENDERING

To further compare the results and demonstrate and the
functionality of our material synthesis pipeline, we rendered
the synthesized material onto 3D planes using Unity. We
added lighting in the scene to showcase the effects of the
normal maps. Figure 5 visualizes the color maps generated

by different model, without applying any normal maps.

Figure 5: Rendering Color Maps: original (bottom-left),
Gatys (top-left), Texture Networks (top-right), SGAN
(bottom-right)

Figure 6 illustrates the effects of using paired / unpaired
normal maps. Both planes in the image were rendered with
the same color map, but a (paired) normal map predicted by
our MLP was applied to the left plane, while a (unpaired)
normal map generated by SGAN was added to the right
one. The surface appeared to be blurry when the Albedo
and normal maps do not match up.

Figure 6: Rendering Color and Normal Maps: MLP (left),
SGAN (right)

7 Conclusion
We extend existing deep learning methods in texture synthe-
sis and image understanding to build an efficient pipeline
for material synthesis. The pipeline consists of two key
components: Albedo map synthesis and normal map pre-
diction. For Albedo map synthesis, SGAN outperforms the
other two methods in terms of image quality, scalability, and
sampling efficiency. The simple yet effective MLP model in
normal map prediction is also encouraging, and high-quality,
diverse materials can be generated.

There is great potential in Generative Adversarial Networks,
and more work can be done to further improve the current
SGAN. Jointly generating paired Albedo textures and nor-
mal maps using image-to-image translation methods may
also be a promising direction to go.
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8 Appendix

Figure 7: Gatys’ Texture Model (Gatys et al., 2015)

Figure 8: Texture Networks (Ulyanov et al., 2016)

Contributions
We divided the work as follows. Yinchen worked on data
collection and pre-processing, and results evaluation. Qile
and Can explored and implemented existing methods of
texture synthesis: Qile focused on the CNN-based model
and Texture networks, and Can researched on Spatial GAN
and normal map predictor. All three members contributed
to the poster and report write up.

Our code is at GitHub.
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